
Full cycle web development services

Our Solution for your web project
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We focus on our key values to emphasize the best experience for our customers and employees. 

We treat others how we would like to be treated - with dignity, respect, and gratitude. 


Every situation is different, just as every person is unique. 

Your time is our time, and we vow to find the most efficient solution to all your technical needs. 


Your satisfaction is our guarantee. 

A promise made is a promise kept with us.

OUR MISSION
Our mission is to make our clients’ lives easier while expanding their business on the Internet. 


We give clients more time to focus on the big picture while we take over the specifics of the development process. In addition, 

we want to give the opportunity to hire as many qualified individuals in Ukraine as possible to use their technical knowledge and skills.
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OUR TEAM
We are a premier software development company that aims to provide the ultimate experience for their customers and employees alike.
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TECH STACK

Vue JS

Redux Socket io Laravel MySQL Node JS

React Next.js

CLOUD technologies

Google Cloud AWS AZURE

Typescript
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Portfolio
Here are some successful project we built for our clients

Apartment selector

Flosh

Love2Travel 



Marketplaces aggregator

Market Box

“The team is professional and extremely qualified.”



CEO, Marketbox

Platform that simplifies the process of 
uploading products to marketplaces and 
managing them. Dashboards, order 
gathering and analytics functions included.

Tasks:
 To develop a platform for products’ exporting/importing to marketplaces like 

Prom.ua, Rozetka.ua, etc. Gathering clients orders and data from marketplaces to the 
platform

 Subscription system development. Give users access to different features inside the 
platform depending on their subscription plans

 Creation of the functionality to add products to platform and to manage them. 
Syncing all data between the platform and marketplaces

 UI/UX development and implementation
 Product and orders analytics dashboard development. Users and roles management 

system
 Automatic two-ways sync between platforms and marketplaces.
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POS for restaurants

Digital Food Technologies
Catering industry software development. An app, which goal is to 
connect Hosts and Clients. Hosts are people who cook and want 
to share their dishes. Clients are people who want to meet and try 
new dishes. App connects the parties with a Tinder like approach 
where Client can explore (swipe) dishes, connect with the Hosts, 
arrange the dinner and experience the food culture.

Tasks:

Result:

 Admin panel for managing projects, bookings with roles system
 Custom online ordering system and payments
 POS (point of sale) implementation
 IOS and Android apps.

Restaurant can take:

– Table order;

– Collection order;

– Delivery order;

Multiple types of user management: Restaurant Manager, Waiter, Delivery boy etc.

Also:

– Online mode app will have real time data synchronization with web admin;

– Analytical sales reports;

– Sales history;

“They were amazing.”



Director, E-Commerce Company
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Real Estate marketing tool

Apartment selector
The application which helps construction companies to visualize 
architecture projects and present them on the websites in interactive 
view. Application is implemented as a widget on the website of the 
seller with an images of architecture project, buildings, apartments 
with masks and availability to book the property.

Tasks:
 Admin panel for managing projects, bookings with roles system
 Tools for adding multiple images at once
 Apartments tools for adding apartments detailed information and marketing 

materials
 Built in masks editor with support of multiple angle views of an object
 A solution to integrate application with clients website
 Tools for adding floorpalns and visualization of those on front end
 Tools for adding 360 apartment tours
 Domain whitelabel capabilities.

"The team proposed a lot of solutions to drastically improve 

the user experience and overcame all the challenges."


CEO, Real Estate Company
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Online activity search tool

iFindCheaters
An online dating search tool that has been developed for 
investigation whether your partner is cheating on you. Service 
accesses more than 50+ popular dating networks and mobile 
applications, allowing to find any dating profiles.

Tasks:
 The application was broken by a previous intervention, first task was to restore the 

whole application
 Remove miner viruses
 Refactor the code and redevelop the architecture of the application
 Speed up the search proccess
 Integrate new design and implement SEO optimization
 Create new control panels for users and admin
 Create additional features and integrate new types of searches.

"UFO Engineering has always kept our best interests in mind."



CEO/Founder, iFindCheaters LLC

Result:
The application started to work again. Dividing the infrastructure drastically increased 
the speed of search from couple of minutes to 30 seconds. New admin panels improved 
both user experience and application management for admin. New types of searches 
allowed to add new pricing plans thus increasing the proposed services for users and 
more options to gain profit for the owner of the product.

SEO optimization increased the visibility to web search engines.
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Online quoting live app

Flosh.io
It’s the app that enables real time quoting and status notification of the order on the 
website. It can be embedded to the website using iframe or modal window. It will show the 
quote form as well as status chart with information how fast the quote is usually being 
replied. The status chart also shows the progress info. The status chart also shows the 
estimation of how many minutes or hours it has taken usually to get the quote. When user 
submits the form, it will open this window in new separate tab / window with unique URL 
(eg. flosh.io/xakds234 ) which will remain active until the vendor change the status of the 
the quote as ”resolved” from the admin portal.

Tasks:
 Admin panel for managing requests, with role system
 Requests in view of tickets to easily view and manage with drag features
 Quote bot constructor with advanced UX
 A client widget with progress bar and list of current requests
 A chat between the client and merchant with file transfer and other features for status 

updates
 An easy solution to integrate application with clients website.

"They have a good attitude towards delivering good solutions."



CEO, IT Services Company

Result:
The working application with a number of user friendly features, which makes it simple 
and effective instrument and with built in features that are flexible to use in almost any 
industry. This marketing tool allows the merchant to make a communication more 
simple, fast and effective, and help you track your effectiveness.
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Instagram promotion platform


Insocial.io
It’s the app that helps to promote Instagram accounts  and improve sales by using different 
tools. These tools help you attract fans, engage with сustomers, сurate content, and grow 
revenue.

Tasks:
 Setup the environment and fix worker issues on project
 Switch and automate payment systems
 Improve safety features and adjust timings for existing products
 Add an automatic email system
 Add additional features to existing products
 Create an admin panel for managing clients and keep track of platform statistics and 

payments
 Develop and implement new products
 Create and implement new modern design. 

Initially tasked with implementing an automated report processing system for an investigation company, 

UFO Engineering also developed new platform features, expanded search options, and created a new design.



CEO/Founder, iFindCheaters LLC

Result:
The working application with a number of usчer friendly features, which makes it simple 
and effective instruments.

Insocial.io

Insocial
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Customer relations 
management application

Love To Travel CRM

Tasks:
 To have all workers and their roles and responsibilities in one place
 To automate most of business processes and automatically track all tourists 

requests
 To automatically create a contract between tourists and agency
 To create a database of tourists and create instruments for their management
 To automatically track financing such as income, invoicing, etc
 To track commission of travel agents.
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The goal of the application is to have a CRM fully customized for 
internal purposes. Application has a streamline process which 
optimizes the process of working with tourists, helps to track 
statistics, automates most of the processes and automatically 
adds accounting records and exports accounting reports.

"They have a good attitude towards delivering 
good solutions."



CEO, IT Services Company



E-mail: info@ufo-engineering.com

Address: Elisavetinskaya 8, Odessa, Ukraine

Phone: +38(093) 189-09-29

@ufo_engineering /UFO.Engineering /ufo-engineering-software
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